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a b s t r a c t
Heat transfer enhancement in a channel with extended surfaces mounted at the top of the
bottomplate is investigated by using the lattice Boltzmannmethod (LBM). Cold air is forced
to flow in the channel while the bottom of the channel is heated and kept at a constant
temperature. The effect of the Reynolds number (Re) and extended surfaces’ height and
spacing on the fluid flow and heat transfer are addressed in this work. It is found that the
rate of heat transfer from the plate can be enhanced for certain arrangements.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Simulation of fluid flow over extended surfaces (objects) has been an attractive research topic for a long time due to its
wide range of applications in different fields of engineering, such as compact heat exchangers, cooling of electronic devices,
and cooling of gas turbine blades. As the density of the electronic components widely increases, there is a real need for heat
transfer enhancement both in macro- andmicro-scales of channels. Using transverse surfaces encountering a fluid flow in a
channel is a commonmethod that is used to enhance the rate of heat transfer from heated surfaces. Much research has been
conducted on the topic, yetmost of it is experimental. Young and Vafai [1] studied the effect of controlling parameters on the
cooling of heated channels withmounted objects. Their focus was to test the effect of changing the dimensions of the object,
the thermal conductivity, the heating method, and the Reynolds number (Re). The authors concluded that the fluid flow and
heat transfer are affected by the geometry and material of the object, and a correlation for the mean Nusselt number was
proposed as a function of the controlling parameters. The enhancement of heat transfer from a flat plate with uniformly
spaced holes containing transverse ribs at the top of the plate was studied experimentally by Leung et al. [2]. Parameters
such as the diameter of the hole, geometries and height of ribs, and the Reynolds number were investigated for laminar and
turbulent flows. In addition, the influence of the cubes’ arrangement on turbulent fluid flowwas experimentally investigated
by Meinders and Hanjalic [3]. They found that the flow stream was affected by the distance between the objects as a result
of increasing the flow velocity. Furthermore, the flow over inline cubes gives a better velocity distribution and heat transfer
than the staggered distribution case. In an experimental work, Yan et al. [4] investigated the effect of short surface-mounted
objects at the top of a flat plate on the heat transfer enhancement. The effect of different cross-sections, spacing and numbers
of objects, and theReynolds numberwas investigated. They found that theheat transferwas enhancedwhen theheight of the
object is approximately equal to half of the channel height. Chandra et al. [5] experimentally investigated the heat transfer
of a fully developed turbulent flow in a channel with heated ribs mounted on one, two, three and four sides of the channel.
They found that the heat transfer and friction factor were enhanced by increasing the number of walls containing ribs.
Heat transfer and friction characteristics of a channel with winglets were experimentally investigated by Yuan et al. [6].
Heat transfer from the channel was found to be highly augmented by using winglets in comparisonwith conventional chan-
nels with rectangular transverse objects. For a high Reynolds number (5× 103–4.7× 104), the heat transfer was enhanced
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Fig. 1. A schematic plot of flow in a channel with series of rectangular objects.
by a factor of 2.7 to 6 times of the smooth channel. Chang et al. [7] experimentally studied the effect of using ribs-roughened
surface at the bottom of an open side’s heated channel on the heat transfer enhancement. They also investigated the relation
between the Reynolds number and the channel length-to-gap ratio, then a correlation for length-to-gap ratio is formulated.
A numerical study for a laminar flow and heat transfer in a three-dimensional channelwith staggered rows of rectangular
blocks was conducted by Nakajima et al. [8]. The heat transfer coefficient of the blocks’ faces was found to be altered from
one face to another, which is also affected by changing the Reynolds number. They found that the mean Nusselt number
has insignificantly varied on the side surfaces of the blocks as the Reynolds number changed. In addition, the mean Nusselt
number decreases as the flow passes over more block rows, yet most of the flow and heat transfer characteristics started to
change around the third-row block.
The effect of the objects’ cross-section on pressure drop and heat transfer in a channel flow was numerically studied by
Sahiti et al. [9]. Six different cross-sections were studied for two types of arrangements; staggered and inline. The results
showed that the elliptic cross-section featured above others and had the highest heat transfer performance. The effect of the
Re variation (Re < 1000) is relatively similar in all cases due to the same drag forms. Lu and Jiang [10] investigated the forced
convection heat transfer in a rectangular channel with ribs of different rotated angles. The best heat transfer coefficient was
found with 60◦ rotation; however, 20◦ rotation gave the best thermal performance. Also as spacing decreases, the heat
transfer coefficient increases.
In general, previous works were performed to investigate different cases of fluid flow and heat transfer in channels with
mounted objects by focusing on changing geometries, arrangement, and dimensions of the objects. However, more efforts
are needed in order to optimize the controlling parameters for best heat transfer enhancement.
Lattice Boltzmann methods (LBM) have been used for more than two decades as alternative numerical techniques to
the conventional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods to simulate a variety of hydrodynamic systems. In LBM, the
motion of the fluid is simulated by particle movement and collision on a uniform lattice. A collision model was proposed by
Bhatnagar et al. [11] to simplify the analysis of the lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE), which leads to the so-called lattice BGK
model. Remarkable efforts have been conducted by many researchers that made this numerical method more attractive for
fluid dynamics modeling, e.g. [12–18]. For more details about LBM and its application, kindly refer to the aforementioned
publications.
The present work simulates a fluid flow over a series of extended surfaces mounted on a heated flat plate by using LBM.
The effects of the Reynolds number, extended surfaces geometry and arrangements are investigated due to their importance
for the heat transfer enhancement. It is found that heat transfer can be enhanced with the increase of the Reynolds number
due to the vortices formation around the objects. Also, vortices are predicted at the top of the objects where separation of
the flow may occur. Furthermore, the enhancement of heat transfer is affected by spacing between the objects, the closer
the better. The increase in objects’ height reduces the removal of heat from the plate where the flow is being circulated and
controlled by the height of objects. The ability of LBM to simulate thermal flows is featured, compared to other methods due
to its ease of numerical implementation.
This paper is arranged in a way that starts with the problem definition followed by the LBM simulation of hydrodynamic
flow and heat transfer. The implementation of the boundary condition in LBM comes in the fourth section followed by the
results and discussion. Finally the conclusion of the work is given as a closure section.
2. Problem definition
The geometry of the problem is shown in Fig. 1. A cold air stream is forced to flow into a channel that is heated from
its bottom and kept at a constant high temperature, while the top wall is insulated. The channel aspect ratio is fixed at
(L/H) = 15. The Prandtl number is taken as 0.71, and the Reynolds number is varied from 10 to 1000 (10 ≤ Re ≤ 1000),
whereas the extended surfaces’ height to space ratio (l/S) is varied from 0.2 to 1.0, and the ratio between the objects’ height
to the channel’s height (l/H) is varied from 0.1 to 0.6. Also, the ratio between the thermal conductivities of the extended
surfaces’ material to air is set to 100.
3. Numerical simulation
The D2Q9 LBM model is used to simulate fluid flow in two-dimensional channel with uniform grid size of δx by δy. The
lattice Boltzmann equation (known as LBGK equation) with single relaxation time can be expressed as [11]:
fi(x+ ei1t, t +1t)− fi(x, t) = − 1
τf
(fi(x, t)− f eqi (x, t)) (1)
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which can be reformulated as;





where ωf = 1τf , and τf is the single relaxation time of the fluid, fi represents the particle distribution function, ei is the
particle streaming velocity, and f eqi is the local equilibrium distribution function. For D2Q9 model f
eq
i is given by [19]:
f eqi = ρwi
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where ρ is the density of the fluid, and wi is the weight function, which has the values of w0 = 4/9, wi = 1/9 for i = 1
to 4, and wi = 1/36 for i = 5 to 8. The macroscopic fluid flow velocity in lattice units is represented by u. In the LBM, the
fluid macroscopic quantities such as density, ρ, and flow momentum, ρu, are calculated by using the distribution function
fi, and given by ρ = ∑Ni=0 fi and ρu = ∑Ni=0 fiei respectively. The streaming speed for particles in coordinates (X and Y )
directions (i.e. 1 to 4, see Fig. 2) can be expressed as ei = (cos(pi/2(i− 1)), sin(pi/2(i− 1))), whereas particles in diagonal
directions (i.e. 5 to 8 in Fig. 2) have velocities of ei =
√
2(cos(pi/4(2i− 9)), sin(pi/4(2i− 9))), however, the particle in the
lattice center is at rest and has no streaming speed; i.e. e0 = 0.
The thermal part is simulated by using another distribution function for the temperature. For instance, g is used to
simulate the distribution function of the dependent variable (temperature) in the lattice Boltzmann equation and an
approach similar to that used to simulate the fluid flow is utilized to simulate the temperature distribution. In addition,
the algorithm suggested by Mohamad [18], is adopted throughout this work. The kinetic equation for the temperature
distribution function with single relaxation time is given by:
∂gi
∂t
+ ei∇gi = − 1
τt
(gi − geqi ) (4)
which can be written in the form;
gi(x+ ei1t, t +1t) = ωtgeqi (x, t)+ [1− ωt ] gi(x, t) (5)
where gi represents the temperature distribution function of the particles, g
eq
i is the local equilibrium distribution function
of the temperature, andωt = 1τt where τt is the single relaxation time of the temperature distribution. Thus, the equilibrium
distribution function of the thermal part is given by [18]:






where, φ is the macroscopic temperature, and C2s is the speed of sound. The diffusion coefficient α can be obtained as a













geqi (x, t). (7)
A uniform lattice of 100 × 1500 is used to perform all of the simulations. However, the number of lattices was doubled to
test the grid dependency results. The difference between results of using 100×1500 and 200×3000 for Re = 400 and 1000
showed that the maximum deviation of order of 0.1%. Hence, all results presented in this paper are based on 100 × 1500
lattices.
4. Implementation of boundary conditions
Since the inlet velocity of the flow is specified, the inward distribution functions should be computed at the boundary. In
D2Q9 model, the values of the distribution functions pointing out of the domain at the inlet boundary (i.e. f3, f6, f7 in Fig. 2)
are known from the streaming step and the only unknowns are (f1, f5, f8) as well as the fluid density ρ. Following the work
of Zou and He [20], the inlet density and the distribution functions can be obtained from:
ρin = 11− uin [f0 + f2 + f4 + 2 (f3 + f6 + f7)] . (8)
The unknown distribution functions are calculated using;
f1 = f3 + 23ρinux,




f8 = f6 + 12 (f2 − f4)+
1
6
ρux − 12ρuy. (9)
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Fig. 2. A schematic plot showing the thermal boundary conditions of the problem.
An extrapolation scheme is used to simulate the outlet flow condition, which can be represented as: fi(Nx, t) = fi(Nx−1, t),
i = 3, 6, and 7. The bounce-back scheme is used to specify the boundary conditions on solid surfaces (no-slip boundary), in
which the distribution functions pointing to the fluid are equal to those pointing out of the domain.
The thermal boundary conditions for this case are given in Fig. 2. For constant wall temperature (the lower wall
temperature is constant), the unknown functions are obtained by using the following equation [18]:
gi = φwall (wi + wi+2)− gi+2, for i = 2, 5, and 6. (10)
The left hand boundary (channel inlet) is kept at a constant temperature (Dirichlet boundary condition), and set to a
dimensionless value of zero. Therefore, the resulted equations of the unknown distribution functions on the left boundary
are given by: gi(0, t) = −gi±2(0, t), for i = 1, 5, and 8. For the adiabatic boundary condition, the gradient of the dependent








A second order extrapolation similar to the one given in [21] is used to obtain the values of the unknown distribution
functions for the right hand side boundary (channel outlet) as follows:
gi(Nx, t) = 2gi(Nx− 1, t)− gi(Nx− 2, t), for i = 3, 6, and 7. (12)
The local Nusselt number (Nux) is computed by using the following equation:
Nux = Lc (∂φ/∂y)y=0
(φw − φm) . (13)







In order to ensure that the acquired results are correct and the code is free of errors, a flow of cold air (Pr = 0.7) in a two-
dimensional heated channel was taken as a benchmark test. The channel was heated from its upper and lower walls. The
velocity fields were compared with the velocity profiles obtained for fully developed flow in channel (parabolic profile with
Umax/Uin = 1.5) as shown in Fig. 3. Normalized temperature profiles and the Nusselt number were found to be identical to
the results of [22,23] respectively.
The second test of the code validity was chosen as a conjugate problem where a solid wall was assumed as a part of
the channel bottom wall of thickness (t/H = 0.125) with a thermal conductivity ratio of (ks/kf = 10). In this case,
isothermal conditions are only applied at the lower wall whereas the adiabatic conditions are used on the upper wall of
the channel. The channel aspect ratio was fixed to (L/H) = 25. The results were found to be similar to the published results
of [18].
6. Results and discussion
Fluid flow and heat transfer from a channel (heated at the bottom) with extended surfaces were investigated. The
variation of the Reynolds number (10 6 Re 6 1000)was chosen to simulate laminar forced convection, which is appropriate
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Fig. 3. Velocity (left) and temperature (right) profiles at different cross-sections.
Fig. 4. Normalized velocity at the objects’ top and spacing centers for different Re.
Fig. 5. Temperature profiles at the objects’ top and spacing centers for different Re.
for most of electronic devices’ cooling. The flow velocity profiles at the top of the extended surfaces for different Re are given
in Fig. 4 where l/S = 0.25. The velocity profiles are similar to those obtained in laminar flow channels. This figure shows
that the velocity profiles at Re > 400 are not a strong function of Re. Similar velocity profiles are evident for cross-sections
at the spacing centers between two extended surfaces (second part of the figure). However, there are some negative values
due to the eddy development at the back lee of the objects, which causes the flow to circulate and the velocity direction to
change. The effect of Re on the temperature profiles at the same cross-sections as in Fig. 4 are illustrated in Fig. 5. For high
values of Re (i.e. Re > 400), the temperature profiles become less sensitive to the change in Re.
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Fig. 6. The average Nusselt number for various Re.
The average Nusselt number (Nu) as a function of Re is shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 represents that the Nu is increasing
considerably while the Re increases slightly for the region of Re less than 100. However, for Re > 200 the Nu gradually
increases as the Re increases.
To explain the aforementioned results, the local Nusselt number for various values of Reynolds number is illustrated in
Fig. 7 in which the Nusselt number increases as the Reynolds number increase. The peaks at the top edges of the extended
surfaces are due to the high value of the convective heat transfer coefficient, which is increasing with the disturbance of the
flow especially in the first and last objects. It might be noticed that the values of the Nu at the sixth and seventh objects for
Re = 800 are higher than those obtained for Re = 1000. The reason behind that is due to the fact that the circulations of
the flow at Re = 1000 are higher than those for Re = 800, which decrease the temperature gradient at the object’s lee. A
closer look at the Nusselt number values is given in Fig. 8, where the effect of the circulation causes the Nusselt number to
increase as seen in the second and third spacing.
Fig. 9 represents the streamlines and isotherms of the flowover a series of extended surfaces computed at different values
of the Reynolds number (Re = 10, 200, 600, and 1000). Streamlines and isotherms for other values (within the considered
range of study) of Re are similar to those representative values. It is clear that the vortex strength is increasing and its shape
changes from triangular to circular as the Re increases. At low Re, the flowmoves toward the channel bottom in the spacing
whereas at high Re the flow is pushed higher than the objects’ top faces due to the strength of the vortex. The temperature
values are affected by the increase of Reynolds number where heat is being circulated at higher Re. It seems that the right
faces of the objects are getting hotter than the left faces due to their position in the shading of the vortices and the clockwise
circulation, which carries heat from left faces to the right ones of the previous object.
In order to clarify the contours of the streamlines and the isotherms given in Fig. 9, a closer snapshot of the same figure is
given in Fig. 10 to show the vortices shapes and the temperature distribution. This figure indicates that the vortices covers
more area as Re increases, which reflects its strength where the flow is pushed higher than the objects’ top. Also, hot fluid
is injected into the spacing and towards the channel center line as Re increases.
The effect of changing the space between objects (i.e. 0.20 6 l/S 6 1) is also investigated. The smallest space produces
the highest velocity whereas the temperature decreases as the space increases (to certain ratio). This means that the heat
transfer rate decreases with wider spaces between the objects for all values of Reynolds number as shown in Fig. 11. As
the Re and spaces increase several circulations are formed in the single space and expand higher than the objects’ top faces
towards the channel centerline, which affects the temperature distribution. The results are not shown for brevity.
The averageNusselt number is calculated for all values of spacing at different Re inwhich higher values ofNu are obtained
at smallest spacing (l/S = 1). In addition, as the Re increases the average Nusselt number (Nu) reaches high values, which
means the enhancement of heat transfer occurs at high Re as shown in Fig. 11.
Simulation of fluid and heat transfer flow over different heights of the extended surfaces is also investigated and the
results of the velocity and temperature distributions are shown in Fig. 12. In this simulation, the ratio of the extended
surfaces height to the channel height (l/H) varies from0.1 to 0.6. The highest value of the velocity distribution is obtained for
(l/H = 0.6). Some negative values emerged due to the circulation of the flow behind the objects. In results not shown here,
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Fig. 7. The effect of changing the Re on the Nusselt number values.
Fig. 8. A closer look at the local Nusselt number of Fig. 7.
weak vortices are formed almost in all cases of height change in case of low Re though shorter objects give better circulation
shape, which enhances the thermal transport from the plate. On the other hand, the temperature variation indicates that
the highest values at the center of spacing were obtained from the highest objects due to the circulation of the flow being
controlled by the objects’ height. However, objects’ height has no effect of transporting heat by conduction beyond half of
the channel height (l/H = 0.5) as shown in Fig. 12.
7. Conclusion
LBM was applied to simulate forced convection heat transfer in two-dimensional channel including extended surfaces
to investigate the effect of changing different parameters such as Re, objects’ height, and spacing between the objects. The
results showed that as the Reynolds number increases the rate of heat transfer also increases. Formation of vortices both
in front and behind the objects enhances the heat transfer process. In addition, the heat transfer process is affected by the
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Isotherms at Re = 10
Isotherms at Re = 200
Isotherms at Re = 600
Isotherms at Re = 1000
Streamlines at Re = 10
Streamlines at Re = 200
Streamlines at Re = 600
Streamlines at Re = 1000
Fig. 9. Streamlines and isotherms contours at different Re.
Isotherms at Re = 10
Isotherms at Re = 200
Isotherms at Re = 600
Isotherms at Re = 1000
Streamlines at Re = 10
Streamlines at Re = 200
Streamlines at Re = 600
Streamlines at Re = 1000
Fig. 10. A closer look at the streamlines and isotherms of Fig. 9.
spacing between the extended surfaces as well as their height. For certain extent, the closer the objects the better the heat
transfer. The Nusselt number was found to be decreased as the spacing increased. Also, as the height of the objects increased
the temperature in spacing also increased. In addition, the temperature gradient in the objects becomes insignificant for
l/H > 0.5. This implies that beyond this height any extra length of the object does not contribute to the rate of heat
transfer.
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Fig. 11. Effects of spacing change on the average Nusselt number at different Re.
Normalized velocity at spacing center Normalized temperature at spacing center
Normalized velocity at objects’ center Normalized temperature at objects’ center
Fig. 12. Velocity and temperature profiles of various objects’ heights (Re = 200).
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